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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have an Azure web app named WebApp1.
You need to provide developers with a copy of WebApp1 that they
can modify without affecting the production WebApp1. When the
developers finish testing their changes, you must be able to
switch the current line version of WebApp1 to the new version.
Which command should you run prepare the environment? To
answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: New-AzureRmWebAppSlot
The New-AzureRmWebAppSlot cmdlet creates an Azure Web App Slot
in a given a resource group that uses the specified App Service
plan and data center.
Box 2: -SourceWebApp
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/azurerm.webs
ites/new-azurermwebappslot

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer wants to implement replication between two Virtual
Storage Platform (VSP) arrays that are
20 km apart using FCIP channel extension.
Link latency is 15 ms. Current host response time is 4 ms.The
customer wants a low RPO and they must minimize the impact to
host response time.
Which replication technology is appropriate?
Response:
A. Hitachi Dynamic Replicator
B. TrueCopy
C. TrueCopy Extended Distance
D. Hitachi Universal Replicator
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your customer asks you to create a service VM to be used for
deep packet inspection. You are also asked to ensure that the
service does not modify the packet.
Which two service modes would you use in this situation?
(Choose two.)
A. in-network NAT
B. transparent NAT
C. transparent
D. in-network

Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are setting up a switchless 2-node cluster. You must ensure
that it is set up correctly. Which two commands would you
execute to complete this task? (Choose two.)
A. net int create
B. network options switchless -cluster modify true
C. not int modify -node -data
D. cluster ha modify -configured true
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
Enabling cluster HA and switchless-cluster in a two-node
cluster If you have a two-node switchless configuration that
uses direct-cable connections between the nodes instead of a
cluster interconnect switch, you must ensure that the
switchless-clusternetwork option is enabled. This ensures
proper cluster communication between the nodes.
Stepscluster ha modify -configured true
If storage failover is not already enabled, you will be
prompted to confirm enabling of both storage failover and
auto-giveback.
set -privilege advanced
Confirm when prompted to continue into advanced mode. The
advanced mode prompt appears (*&gt;).
network options switchless-cluster show
If the output shows that the value is false, you must issue the
following command:
network options switchless-cluster modify true set -privilege
admin
Reference: Enabling cluster HA and switchless-cluster in a
two-node cluster
https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMP1196905/html/GUID-CE8ADA
56-E05B-4398-A7E205C7BD816467.html
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